
#742 The Phony War and the Forgotten War – The World War II Church-ill Phony War 
and the Korean War Battles for Seoul  
 
There is much more to discuss concerning the 1950-1953 Korean War in prophecy. But that is 
reserved for a later time.  
 
Key Understanding: The reason why the Korean War was introduced in this series is 
because we were prophetically pairing (a) the Church-ill Phony War phase of World War 
II with (b) the Korean War themes of the Forgotten War and the battles for Seoul. 
 
Let’s review the meanings of each to wrap up this short series. 
 
(a) The meaning of the Church-ill Phony War phase of World War II 
 
The Lord’s purpose for the Phony War theme and its 
attachment to May 10, 1940, was to confirm the 
spiritual/prophetic understanding in Daniel 7:21 of Winston 
Churchill making literal war with the [Church-ill] saints, but 
spiritually prevailing against them. [May 10 = 5:10 = 7:21, w
the 2-month + 11-day date change.] 
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In the eyes of God, the 
‘real war’ that began on 
May 10, 1940, with the 
invasion of Western 
Europe by Hitler was a 
spiritual war that was 
being lost by Church-ill 
saints – Christians who 
allowed themselves to be led by the mind, heart, and 
wisdom of Winston Churchill, instead of Jesus Christ.  
 
In the eyes of men, the May 10, 1940, beginning of the 
Hitler vs. Churchill war was the end of the Phony War 
and the beginning of the ‘real war.’ In the eyes of God, 

the May 10, 1940, beginning of the Hitler vs. Churchill war was a continuation of the Phony War 
that was masking the nature of the true spiritual war and the battle for souls. 
 

Daniel 7:21 (KJV) I beheld, and THE SAME HORN [the Daniel 7:8 Little Horn Nation of 
America] MADE WAR WITH THE [Church-ill] SAINTS, and PREVAILED AGAINST 
THEM; 

 
 



 
 
(b) The Korean War themes of the Forgotten War and battles for Seoul 
 
The Forgotten War – the Lord ordained the major events of the Korean War to include the 
battles for Seoul, and then for the Korean War to be called the Forgotten War, to point to the 

understanding that the Cold War battles between East and 
West, which included the Korean War, caused the 
genuine spiritual 
battles and war for 
souls to be 
forgotten, and the 
true nature of the 
spiritual battles 
and war for souls 
to be forgotten. 
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The battles for 
Seoul were the 
focus of the world 

and the Church-ill, as a counterfeit and a substitute – a 
replacement – for the true spiritual battle for souls. 
 
 

 

A burning Seoul. A soldier watches Seoul, the capital of South 
Korea, burning. Seoul was captured and recaptured by both 

sides several times during the war. 
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